UN to actively oppose "excessive politicking at its worst." hanss were cronyism for these positions degrades the job as described by a Republican critic Thursday who stood for integrity in the newspaper in a letter titled "The President's "cronyism." Hanss had been away for a weekend when the number of constitu­ents on the recent trip to help assure the through the months and the crash of the 1972 election. He said that he had always un­derstood that he had authority in an other factors, and elements in the process of finding class buildings. Cold weather brought out coats and sweaters. State News Photo by Bob Ivins

M tickets

One thousand tickets for the concert on Monday in the MSU Memorial Auditorium. A ticket costs $4 and can be purchased at the Union, the Athletic Department, or at the State HouseAuditorium. They are on sale for the concert on Tuesday. Two thousand tickets were sold for the concert on Tuesday morning. The concert was held on Thursday evening.

SLA to support Monday rally opposing suspension rule

Raging Senate filibuster

By EDWARD BRILL

By PAT ANSTETT

Ball resigns UN to actively support HHH

Washington (AP) - President John­ nce, a member of the House of Rep­ resentatives, and a member of the Senate of the United States. Johnnese is a member of the House of Representatives, and a member of the Senate of the United States. Johnnese is a member of the House of Representatives, and a member of the Senate of the United States.

SLA to support Monday rally opposing suspension rule

By PAT ANSTETT

Ball resigns UN to actively support HHH

Washington (AP) - President John­ nce, a member of the House of Rep­ resentatives, and a member of the Senate of the United States. Johnnese is a member of the House of Representatives, and a member of the Senate of the United States. Johnnese is a member of the House of Representatives, and a member of the Senate of the United States.

SLA to support Monday rally opposing suspension rule

By PAT ANSTETT
**Militant causes Berkeley uproar**

Friday, September 27, 1968

Militant Eldridge Cleaver came to our college campus last week as part of an experimental program to introduce and acquaint students and professors with certain militant figures and positions. The program was initiated by the University's Board of Regents to stimulate discussion of the issues involved.

Local reaction to the appearance of Cleaver, who is well known as a militant and controversial figure, was swift and decisive.

The University's Academic Senate had approved a resolution condemning black and militant figures as a menace to the academic community. The resolution stated that such figures had a tendency to undermine the educational system, disrupt academic affairs, and interfere with the educational process.

The reaction of the University's Board of Regents was even more severe. The board authorized the appointment of a special committee to examine the situation and make recommendations for action.

The committee, consisting of the University's President, the Chancellor, and the Dean of Faculty, recommended that the University's Academic Senate and the Board of Regents adopt a policy of excluding all militant figures from the campus.

The students and faculty were divided in their reaction to the situation. Some supported the board's decision, while others felt that it was an infringement of academic freedom.

The situation remains tense as the University continues to grapple with the issue of militant figures on its campus. The University's President has called for a meeting of the Academic Senate to discuss the matter further.

---

**Marion's Apparel**

Famous Maker

**SALE**

Sleeveless Jumpers

Values to

$10.00

We invite your patronage

Marion's Apparel

Brookfield Plaza

1531 E. Grand River

Phone: 351-7224

**The Seven-Thirty-One**

WHY YOUR FRIENDS WILL LOVE YOU AT 731

Residents at Seven-Thirty-One have discovered a unique problem in off-campus living—too many friends. But who can blame a friend who constantly drops in when you live in a super luxury pad with such features as a swimming pool, party lounge, complete with color TV and billiard table, psychedelic apartment decor, dishwashers, shag carpeting, and rattan furniture?

Friends are nice problems to have, and you'll be surprised to find out how many you really have! Stop in and see our model apartments at 731 Burcham Drive and call J.R. Culver Co. for further details.

Your friends will love you for it.

**J.R. Culver Company**

220 Albert - Above Knopp's Campus Center - 351-8862

---

**M.S.U. ICE ARENA**

Ice Skating open to public Sept. 28, evenings Tues., hrs 8:30-10:30 p.m., Sat. and Sun., 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Register now for group lessons. Toddler classes 5 years and under, Adult lessons 16 years and over. For information, phone 335-2280.

---

**Bubba bath**

This student, who must be somewhat dirty, washes up in the sudsy pool in the Horticulture Gardens after pranksters put soap in the water Tuesday.

---

**Advertisements**
PEACE RESTORED IN MEXICO CITY

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Calm was restored in Mexico City Thursday and students resumed classes after 27 days of the worst student strike in the country's history.

Tension had been building since July 30, when an end to government pressures for the strike was refused. Thursday's negotiations between the government and student leaders were described as the most crucial of the strike.

The government said students were demanding some of the same rights won by workers during the 1968 Olympics. Students say they are fighting for educational reform and civil rights.

Students demonstrated and clashed with riot police in the streets. There were reports of injuries on both sides.

The strike began July 26, and negotiations have been going on since then. The government has been trying to end the strike and the student demands have been increasing.

On September 27, 1968, the strikes ended and students returned to classes.

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
The MSU Board of Trustees and the administration mouthed "Law and Order" in the worst fashion in their last get-together.

In a closed meeting, under the auspices of the Finance Committee (committee of the whole), the trustees passed a resolution giving the president of the University the authority to immediately suspend students whose activity constitutes an immediate threat to the normal and orderly operation of the University, pending the outcome of proceedings on the student's case according to the Academic Freedom Report.

And not only was the meeting closed, but the resolution was never announced during the public meeting of the trustees. It appears that those involved wanted to keep the resolution as quiet as possible.

The administration introduced the resolution and it appears that they caved down the three trustees in a matter of 30 minutes.

It is an amazing document, juxtaposing a definition of all offenses liable to cause suspension, probation or expulsion, with the clause authorizing the suspension power of the president.

Though not stated, one may infer that the President is giving, in the point of power accorded for any of the offenses listed, which varies from wording to sake of LSD to "conduct which is likely to disturb the community" as a member of the academic community.

Couples with the revision of the University Ordinance approved by the trustees in June, the administration seems to be taking a tragic step backwards towards the proverbial "hard line." And, by the way the whole process was carried out, it seems that the administration behind the office of the President.

With the trustees' approval, the resolution gives the power to any of the cases when the administration uses the power given it, it may simply save its policy of the trustees' policy. The trustees may then become the force behind the club.

The First Statement on Rights and Freedoms of Student, known as the Student Bill of Rights and called by the American National Student Assn, the American Assn of University Professors and other groups.

The student board is acting reasonably. The trustees have made the university too safe for the university. As Claire White, D-Bay City, who along with Don Stevens, D-Oakland, and the resolution has stated, "this showed a high degree of unnecessary assertiveness on the part of the University."

What the trustees and the administration have done is much more than Graydon Birch did at Columbia in declaring that no demonstrations could be held within buildings.

The rally to be held Monday concerning the issue could be a real test of faith.

It is going to have to bark down on this one, and is probably will not be the students.

The Editors

Law and Order University style

In a year of phenomenal political events, the grand jury's recent resolution I call in a resolution adopted with which it is overthrowing the nation, and because it removes the political barriers which we thought we established in the American States. It has to many, to its best approach it might be to it by a semblance of fact that no man who I shall be endeavoring to in later articles. Nor must politicians with a vengeance—a recall from the memory of every man and woman of every party in the past few years. A parallel may be found in the Federal Reserve Board, the right after the passage of the Bank Law, in by several states of De Gaulle, but nevertheless he is serving as a center and rallying point for the reactor.

The Wallace party is another Southern racial demagogue. He is without parallel, as a political movement, it is not in the South, although it is in the South. It is in the North, where it is. It is the one of original name, and its roots are more extensive. It represents a very important role in the country, it is an anti-war movement, and it is the Wallace movement.

The party of Wallace is in important ways the student of the political parties of the past. The President was mostly Westerners and agrarians, and political parties in the Rockwell movement. That movement was built around glamorous prestige personalities. Under the Populants, Wallace is not an Economic movement on bread-and-butter issues. Unlike the Populants, Wallace is a small-town movement. The Populants are a small-town movement. But one must add that the far-out Wallace movement has been opposed to the market and he is serving as a center and rallying point for the reactor.

It is not an "issues" movement, except for the one overhanging "tax-and-order" issues. Indeed it is a movement.

Its mood is one of overwhelming protest and rage, curiously nonexistent. It is not an issue that cannot be fought, it is focused on bread-and-butter arguments. This is the Wallace movement. It is the Wallace movement. It is the Wallace movement.

It is an issue movement, and its importance lies in the fact that it is an anti-war movement, and it is the Wallace movement. That movement was built around charismatic prestige personalities. Under the Populants, Wallace is not an Economic movement on bread-and-butter issues. Unlike the Populants, Wallace is a small-town movement. The Populants are a small-town movement. But one must add that the far-out Wallace movement has been opposed to the market.
Allies unearth more arms caches

RANGOON (AP) - Allied forces searching in mountains, jungle and rice paddies for caches of enemy arms and ammunition found a small cache of ammunition in a tunnel Tuesday that already contains enough rifles to equip four infantry battalions.

Wallace plans talk on Capitol steps

By UPI

George C. Wallace's campaign aides disclosed Thursday night the former Alabama governor will call on Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., to put together with Wallace a meeting on Capitol steps when he campaigns in Michigan.

They said Wallace will address an outdoor rally on Thursday from the steps of the Michigan Senate, only a stone's throw from the House of Representatives.

The announcement came shortly after President George Bush described Wallace as a "racist" and "traitor to the American people," adding to a growing movement toward confrontation between the presidential candidates.

Jackson is scheduled to appear at the rally, but his aides said he would be kept informed of the Wallace plans talk.

The number ONE fraternity

Delta Sigma Phi

1218 E. Grand River

332-5035

Wanda Hancock

Eveatchen

BERKSHIRE

The Stanford University Graduate School of Business invites you to meet its Admissions Representative, Mr. Terry Mahuron, Assistant to the Dean of Admissions, on October 18, 1968, to discuss the Stanford MBA, and Ph. D. Programs in Business Administration. Appointments to meet with Mr. Mahuron may be made through the Placement Director.

ASMSU POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS

HENRY MANCINI

TONIGHT

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Union Ticket Office Campbell's Suburban Shop

Union Building 321 E. Grand River
Coffee flavors zest issues at Friday's Scene, Act II

The Scene, Act II is a Friday night collection that "teaches" about culture. Via experiments with light, film or live theater, The Scene, Act II covers 20th century issues in the human response in digital culture. This Friday, five MSU students will present four case studies which Mass Media filmes "show the most experimentative birthdays anyone is ever likely" to see. The film, according to one college-house movie critic, "is a little artfully contrived and provides no escape from an unnecessarily involved world." The world in motion, with both color and load, a 35 min-doc makes an attempt to present the human response in digital culture. "It is done in the style of digital culture," said the critic. "It is done for agriculture." Through working relationships and community endeavors, physicians must learn to practice and render services to all members of the community. Poor conditions and shortages are not "cases" that can be handled through a special agency. The College of Human Medicine, a training medical school which prepares students for the medical field in a four-year, degree-granting institution, meets the needs of the state of Michigan in the recruitment of qualified physicians and those who are interested in health care for the future. Diagnostic and treatment of disease is not enough, he said. Clinical training will include training in community health service and control and evaluation of health services.

"We must not put our research above humanity," said Dr. Edward B. Gilly, director of the Institute for Research and Policy in the College of Human Medicine. "Humanity is helping provide leadership that only the community can provide." If the youth of America are to get that courage, they have to speak out against what it is doing for agriculture.

Looking for a BAPTIST church?

The Southern Baptist Churches of Lansing and East Lansing invite you to an open house Sunday, September 29.

Call for transportation: 315-0960
Companionship groups of the Central Michigan Baptist Church, First Baptist Church of Lansing, and the Baptist Church of East Lansing will visit the Southern Baptist Churches of Lansing and East Lansing between Sept. 17 and 24. Drapes were taken from conference rooms A, B and C of the Kiva between Sept. 17 and 24. Draperies worth $62 were taken from East Wilson Hall Tuesday.

In addition, three pairs of drapes worth $26 were taken from conference rooms A, B and C of the Kiva between Sept. 17 and 24. Draperies worth $62 were taken from East Wilson Hall Tuesday.

The starter is instructed to begin the booklet on its way to the target person. The booklet is to be read by the target person to the largest number of people in the school of medicine. The booklet will be of interest to all those who are interested in the medical profession. The booklet will be of interest to all those who are interested in the medical profession.

The principal goal is to create a copy of the results of the survey.
**SPORTS**

Boothers at Toledo today, defense still in question.

By GARY WALKER

Boothers News Sports Writer

The Spartans will face another conference foe today when they take on Toledo at 8 p.m. at Spartan Stadium. It will be a battle for fifth place in the Big Ten. The Spartans, who have won three of their last four games, will need to play well against a Toledo team that is also coming off a close victory.

Against Toledo, Kenney again plans to split the playing time among the three quarterbacks: Jim Weiser, Rich Saul, and Mark Allen. The Spartan defense will have to keep an eye on Toledo's running game, and Kenney said he will try to get the ball to the most dangerous receivers by switching against stronger roaming backs before he decided the No. 1 spot.

This will be the first time the Spartans have met Toledo. The Buckeyes had a 5-6 season last year, losing to Michigan, 34-0.

Toledo Coach James Saur decided not to name any quarterback for the game, leaving any combination of players running the offense.

Kenney is happy with the play of his offense so far, but still sees lots of room for improvement.

"We must sharpen up our passing game and stopping," he said. "Our offense has led us to be as good as we are in the country."

The Spartan coach has improved his team during Toledo's opening games to give all of his players a chance and find the strongest offense and defense.

Trevor Harris leads MSU in scoring through the first two games with 3 points on six field goals and seven points. Trevor has nine points on seven goals and two singles, while Antoncic has nine goals and two singles for eight points.

**AS PACKERS TRY TO REBOUND**

Will Lions roar or meow vs. GB?

By JERRY SMITH

Green Bay Packers Coach Phil ÒChampÓ Landry has his team on the threshold of another NFL post-season berth, but the Pack will try to avoid what happened last year when they lost to the Lions for the first time since 1963.

The Lions pulsed Green Bay only 31-3 last year.

"The Packers are no longer the team they were last year," Landry said. "We're going to have to rely on our defense to shut them out."

**BARMARRIED TALK STRIKE**

Serve-yourself series.

By ALVIN FLYNN

The MSU soccer team will play Toledo today in an effort to become part of the Big Ten.

The Spartans have been playing well and are looking to continue their success.

**S' to launch defensive air-borne Baylor invades**

By GREG GRIFFIN

State News Sports Writer

Theасe are the words of the day for the Michigan State University football team as they prepare for their next game against Baylor University on Saturday at Spartan Stadium.

In addition to the Spartans (Ken Bell, Al Brenner, Frank Weiser, and Gary Pausnaber), Frank Weiser will be on the starting lineup.

"In addition to the starters (Ken Bell, Al Brenner, Frank Weiser, and Gary Pausnaber), Frank Weiser will be on the starting lineup."

The Spartans are coming off a win over Indiana, and they are looking to continue their winning streak.

"We have the home advantage; Minnesota will not perform at their best when they come to East Lansing."

The field general of the Baylor offense in a week," Daugherty added. "We can see quite a bit of action this week."

The Mustangs, who have the home advantage, won the game 14-7 against Indiana. They are led by quarterback Jim Weiser and running back Jerry Smith.

"It was a tremendous passing success against Indiana. Our quarterback performed as he should, and the Mustangs can put it away by the second half."
Sly girl, the lass who wears high-style fine-crafted Bass Weejuns. So rugged they take the hard wear an active coed is bound she's glad to wear them everywhere, day after day after night after day.

A. New rounded toe set on extra-heavy extension sole, hardware trim glinting on vamp. In tavern tan. to be in step with all your fall casuals. $17

B. Sassy-tasseled kiltie goes anywhere in classic style. Navy or whiskey, $15

C. Buckled kiltie in Mecca brown, $15

D. Square toe kiltie. Hardware trim adds pizzazz. In ever-appropriate tavern tan, $16

Campus Center

Familiar footfalls—the sound of Moxee's trotting handsomely all over campus. The girl who knows style, rugged construction, and fine craftsmanship recognizes Moxees—and wears them practically everywhere. How practical!

A. Saddleback. The ever-favorite penny loafer with beef roll. Whiskey or calf brown, $12.98

B. Sunday Driver. Smashing hardware trim on square-toed moc in ball brown or gucci tan glove leather, $12.98

C. Monmouth. Camp moc look in this kiltie tassel with laced topline in ball brown or gucci tan glove leather, $12.98

D. Mansfield. Smart square-toed chauff loafer in whiskey or briarwood smooth, ball brown or gucci tan glove leather, $12.98

Garden Level
CBS head rebels at FCC inquiry

**FOOTBALL FORECAST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VS.</th>
<th>THE STATE NEWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSU over Ball State</td>
<td>Indiana over Purdue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue over Western Michigan</td>
<td>Illinois over Northwestern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame over Michigan</td>
<td>Texas over Texas Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida over Florida State</td>
<td>Florida over Florida State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELEGANTE WIGGERY & COSMETIC STUDIO ARE YOU CONFUSED?**

FOR PERSONALIZED SERVICE
OCTAVION COSMETICS
COLLEGE DISCOUNTS
CAROL PETERSON
JENNIFER CORSAUT
SPECIAL ON FALLS $10 VALUE FOR $49.95
107 EAST GRAND RIVER AVE.
ABOVE NEW CAMPUS BOOK STORE
SUITE 207, PH: 339-2244

**ELIGIBLE FOR**

MUCH MORE MUSIC
* Make new friends.
* Win new records.

**FRESHMAN SMOOKER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE</th>
<th>DEVELOPMENT Laboratories, U.S. ARMY, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 September 1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOLDEN REID**

"Famous Brands for Dad & Lad"

106 S. WASHINGTON
FRANDOR CENTER
ST. JOHNS
LOGAN CENTER

**FRIDAY NIGHT MANCINI**

HILLFORD FOUNDATION
122 Michigan at E. Grand River

**MARSALL MUSIC**

Union Ticket Office
245 ANN STREET

**CAMPUS WIDE TRYOUTS**

Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 30 & Oct. 1
7:30 p.m.
Room 49 - Auditorium Building

**The Inspector General**

Royal Gambit

**Pinochle**

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

**IT'S "BACK-TO-COLLEGE" TIME AT HOLDEN-REID**

**Now's The Time To Acquire That Haspel Look**

- Suits 
  $69.96 to $295
- Sport Coats 
  $59.96 to $175
- Dress Slacks 
  $14.96 to $50
- All-Weather Coats 
  $35.00 to $70

**Regular Style Sale**

- Sport Coats 
  $35.00 to $175
- Dress Slacks 
  $14.96 to $50

**SALE - 50% OFF**

- Shirts 
  $5.00 to $12.98
- Trousers 
  $7.98 to $11.98
- Sweaters 
  $9.98 to $50.00
- Jackets 
  $8.98 to $30.00
- All-Weather Coats 
  $29.98 to $180.00
- T-shirts 
  $19.95 to $45.00

**REGULAR PRICE**

- Regular Style Sale 
  Men's Suits 34 to 40

**TICKETS ON SALE NOW!**

293 E. Grand River

**CAMPUS WIDE TRYOUTS**

Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 30 & Oct. 1
7:30 p.m.

**Room 49 - Auditorium Building**

**Readings For:**

- The Inspector General
- Royal Gambit
- Pinochle

**ALL STUDENTS WELCOME**

**It's "Back-to-College" Time At Holden-Reid**

**Now's The Time To Acquire That Haspel Look**

- Suits 
  $69.96 to $295
- Sport Coats 
  $59.96 to $175
- Dress Slacks 
  $14.96 to $50
- All-Weather Coats 
  $35.00 to $70

**Regular Style Sale**

- Sport Coats 
  $35.00 to $175
- Dress Slacks 
  $14.96 to $50

**SALE - 50% OFF**

- Shirts 
  $5.00 to $12.98
- Trousers 
  $7.98 to $11.98
- Sweaters 
  $9.98 to $50.00
- Jackets 
  $8.98 to $30.00
- All-Weather Coats 
  $29.98 to $180.00

**REGULAR PRICE**

- Regular Style Sale 
  Men's Suits 34 to 40
STATEMENTS AGREE
Israel, Arabs seek peace

LONDON(AP) - Arab and Israeli spokesmen often in disagreement about the Middle East crisis, reaffirmed Thursday their respective governments' willingness to talk.

The Israeli foreign ministry said its delegates to the United Nations had been instructed to accept a two-state solution, with the mutual withdrawal of forces from occupied territories - in accordance with UN resolutions.

President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt, whose country is at war with Israel, said he would accept peace talks with the Israelis if their terms were fair.

British Foreign Minister Lord Home said he would go to the Suez to meet Prime Minister Levi Eshkol of Israel.

Some hardliners in both Israel and Egypt want to remain on the war footing.

Prime Minister Nasser of Egypt yesterday told his cabinet that "peaceful coexistence" with Israel was possible only if Egyptian territory was restored and a solution found to the Palestinian problem.

His cabinet, he said, was discussing the peace plan. He said, "It is necessary to open negotiations with Israel... to bring about a final settlement..."

Tehran (AP) - Iran's national daily "Vahid" said it was expected to receive a letter from the Arab League's representative in Tehran, "demanding that Iran face up to its international obligations by withdrawing its troops from Jordan and Syria, and disbanding the so-called Karbala band, composed of Palestinian irregulars and supported by Iraq, which is building up its strength in the borders of Iran and Iraq.

A spokesman of the Arab League mission said today that the Arab leaders had demanded that Iran withdraw its forces from Jordan and Syria and disband the Karbala band.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Arab countries and to remove any Arab irregulars operating from their territory.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Ghassan area, which is near the Jordanian border with Syria, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also requested the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.

The League had also called on the Jordanian government to ensure the presence of its military forces in the Karbala area, which is near the Jordanian border with Iraq, and to prevent any Arab irregulars from operating from there.
Friday, September 27, 1968

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House on Thursday approved a compromise bill authorizing $7.3 billion over 30 years for construction of a slum area student center at the University of Michigan.

The deal was reached after a heated debate on a package of 25 per cent for each year of active duty, who would be permitted to vote. The measure is expected to pass the Senate for final passage.

In New Jersey, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In Massachusetts, the House turned down recently by voters. The section dealing with college disturbances is believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In Michigan, the Senate is expected to pass the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.

In New York, student demonstrations are believed to have caused the state legislature to reject the measure.
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Yugoslavs brace for offensive

Friday, September 27, 1968

Yugoslav leaders have issued a direct warning to Czechoslovakia as the prime target. They said any new invasion attempt would be no walkover for the invaders. "We are prepared for a hard struggle for liberation."

The Yugoslav Ministry of Defense has announced that their forces are ready for any contingency. "We will not be forced to sign or accept, on behalf of Yugoslavia, surrender or occupation of the country."

The Yugoslavs have set up strong defense measures along their borders with Czechoslovakia. "The Yugoslav brand of communism as revolutionary. President Tito was personally assailed for the first time in more than a decade."

At the same time, the United Nations Security Council has been called into session to discuss the crisis. "The Soviet invasion forces would have threatened in Czechoslovakia..." said a Yugoslav foreign minister. "To sign or accept..."

The Yugoslavs have also set up a large-scale propaganda campaign against the invaders. "We are not likely to be forced to sign or accept..."

The Yugoslavs are also warning that any new invasion attempt would lead to a full-scale war. "We are not likely to be forced to sign or accept..."

The Yugoslav news service has also stated that any new invasion attempt would lead to a full-scale war. "We are not likely to be forced to sign or accept..."
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Bunk for junk
Here rests a solemn salvage yard, a far-off graveyard for cars and other as-
B изделия, desks, and chairs. 

The salvage yard is open year-
ly and sells anything that can be
recycled. 

Edison fabrication cost is not
less than $10,000 per piece. 

The yard has been in operation
for nearly 20 years and special-
izes in antique cars and furniture. 

Frederick W. Kletke, super-
intendent, says that the yard is
a place to get away from the
dreaded junk. State News photo by Bob Ivins.
Titan 3 releases satellites

Sorensen blames trouble on leaders

NEW YORK (AP) — Theodore Sorensen, aide to the late President John F. Kennedy, said Thursday the major obstacles to law enforcement system from comparatively little attention to a powerful Titan 3 rocket Thursday propelled four military research satellites into orbit.

The rocket, most powerful in the Defense Dept., carried four satellites into 12,290 mile orbit above the earth.

The major payload was named LEO-3 for Lincoln Experimen­tal Satellite. It is experimental in every way that it could test battle­field uses of military satellites and ships. Five hundred million dollars were kicked into this path. This T-angel rocket system was designed to carry Venus probes, but as it turned out, the main target was the atmosphere study satellite.

Sorensen, who has endorsed Vice President Hubert H. Hum­phrey for the Democratic nomination, said Thursday that he would be there when he took the oath of office. "You knew I would be there when he took the oath of office," he said.

The stage, called a space ship, was kicked into this path. Then Army jeeps, tw
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Knapp's has great ideas to make the dorm a place to live and learn

It's back-to-school and Knapp's is out front demonstrating against dull dorm rooms. It's unfair to students. Knapp's shows a wide and wild range of things to color up a room a bit, make it comfy, cozy, and make every inch of space count. See Knapp's for rooms to shout about.

**something to blow about**

Pow pillows. See them plastic with bright designs - either silly or flowery sentiment. Just blow them up. Ass't sizes.

1.98-3.98

**macky mugs for coffee**

Fun designs in big and little sizes, add a note of cheer, even when they're empty. Size to 1.25.

special purchase

slight irregulars! famous make no-iron bedspreads

**5.99** 2 for **$11**

Popular ribbed design spread of machine washable, little or no-iron cotton-rayon in sparkling solid colors. Twin size spreads to perk up a place beautifully, live easily with busy people. In red, antique gold, moss green, bristol blue, dark brown, peacock blue, persimmon, white, black or canary yellow.

**a letter for everyone**

A big S for State in spartan colors, so there's no doubt as to where your loyalties are. 60 x 80" green wool blanket with white letter.

**peppy posey perk-ups**

Pick a bouquet for a special girl...and maybe at the window. These posey-perk-ups are fresh as a breeze and a breeze to care for too. Flamingo Cay, an exotic floral print in black or pumpkin. Twin size fitted bedspread, 14.99. 44 x 62" pinch pleated shorty draperies, 6.99

**signs of the times**

Traffic sign bulletin boards to hold photos, notes and important reminders. Contemporary accents sure to cause comment. 94.00.

**out-of-sight storage**

Pack it away and tuck it under the bed. Metal chest, 42 x 15 x 6" fits under the bed. Keeps out-of-season clothes dust-free, 7.99

shop Knapp's East Lansing daily 9:30 to 5:30, Wednesday 12 noon to 9 . . . or phone 332-8622
THE ANGRY YOUNG MEN

The men of Phi Sigma Delta, the oldest fraternity on campus, are furious. 'We're the young fraternity - the men who haven't been intimidated by that stress that's afflicted so many of us,' said one member. 'We're not like that.'

The anger stems from the students' perception that their fraternity is treated unfairly. 'We're angry because we share our street with only six sorority houses and are within walking distance of only more than that.'

We're angry because we've never been higher than second in fraternity grade standings. We're angry because we've lost track of the number of times we missed being first by a frustrating handful of a point or so.

We're angry because we're never more than one or two fraternity grade standings, we're first or last eight of the number of times we've missed being first by a frustrating handful of a point or so.

We're angry because our hearts are in Big Ten, historically visible, and bowling, baseball, playing cards,etc. We know that's because you don't have to be an absolute superman to play for fraternity.

We're angry because we only have 24 of 100 members from the Red Cross in our fraternity.

We're angry because we have a mental subculture of parties, sleeping, studying, etc.

Most of all, though, we're angry at the students who think fraternity means no more than a little brotherhood, a little singing, and a very, very stereotyped person. We know it's much more than that.

Angry enough yet? Yell out Phi Sigma Delta. If you're angry enough to come, you're angry enough to stay.
Subcommittee claims price for rifles unjust

WASHINGTON (AP) - Published reports said Thursday the special armed services subcommittee on the M16 rifle program said it would recommend a ceiling price of $129.8 million above the $20 million President Nixon had proposed from the standpoint of the program last spring after the Defense Dept. awarded contracts to produce the M16 rifle to the Hydraulic Division of General Motors, Ypsilanti, Mich., and Harrington and Richardson, Inc., Leominster, Mass.

In answer to your questions... 

- One session a week for five weeks.
- Session are held evenings and Saturdays for your convenience.
- A $15.00 deposit now will hold your reservation. Total cost is only $45.00 less than a fall outfit!
- Yes, we will hold a special workshop in social graces and conversation for all girls planning to go through rush.

GROOVY GIRL

In answer to your questions... 

- Groovy Girl is not a charm or modeling school. In essence, it is simply a program designed for women who are interested in fashion trends of today, and how they relate to the individual.
- Groovy Girl was designed specifically for college women.
- Groovy Girl is not a charm or modeling school. In essence, it is simply a program designed for women who are interested in fashion trends of today, and how they relate to the individual.

We welcome the opportunity to answer other questions. JUST GIVE US A CALL AT 311-7117 or 311-7140.

(We'll also be at SBS today to talk with you personally.)

We love active people... active people love us!

3 Great Locations For Your Convenience

1 - 313 Ann Street
2 - Corner of Harrison & Wilcox Road
3 - Northwind Dr, Facing Yankee Stadium Plaza

THETA CHI

For Rides: ED 2-3581

453 Abbott

WAREHOUSE SALE
PURCHASE DIRECT FROM IMPORTER
WHOLESALE TO THE PUBLIC

100% HUMAN HAIR
WIGS $24.50

100% HUMAN HAIR
WIGLETS $9.50

100% HUMAN HAIR
FALLS $29.80

100% HUMAN HAIR
HANDBERTS $44.80

SHOWROOM OPEN
Tuesday & Thursday 10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.

Buy Direct - No Middleman
IMPORTERS
WIG WAREHOUSE

7100 E. MICHIGAN
Next to Plaza Restaurant
PHONE 372-2332
Famous old cases revived

NEW YORK AP—Supreme Court justices have once again become the focus of attention for their efforts to define the relationship between church and state.

Recent landmark decisions by the nation’s highest court have focused on the conflict between science and religion, with the court generally siding with the scientific community in its efforts to limit the influence of religion in education and public life.

The cases, such as the Scopes Trial and the Kalamazoo School Case, have been revived in recent years as the court has continued to grapple with the issue of separating church and state.

In the Scopes Trial, for example, the court ruled against the state of Tennessee in its attempt to prosecute John Scopes for teaching the theory of evolution in a public school. The case, which became a symbol of the conflict between science and religion, was revived in the 1960s as the court continued to address the issue of evolution in public schools.

Similarly, in the Kalamazoo School Case, the court ruled against the city of Kalamazoo in its attempt to ban the teaching of evolution in public schools. The case, which became a symbol of the conflict between science and religion, was revived in the 1960s as the court continued to address the issue of evolution in public schools.

The court’s decisions in these cases have been a source of controversy, with some arguing that the court is overstepping its bounds by interfering with the religious beliefs of individuals, while others argue that the court is necessary to protect the public interest.

However, the court has continued to struggle with the issue of church and state, and its decisions have been the subject of ongoing debate and controversy.

Baptists to fight white-black barrier

NEW YORK AP—Southern Baptists, the nation’s largest Baptist denomination, have decided to move forward with their efforts to address the issue of race in the church.

The move comes in response to calls from the church’s national leaders, who have been working to address the issue of race in the church.

The church’s leaders have been working to address the issue of race in the church, and have called for a “new era of reconciliation” at the denomination’s annual meeting.

The decision to move forward with the efforts to address the issue of race in the church has been met with mixed reactions, with some arguing that the move is necessary to address the issue of race in the church, while others argue that the move is not enough.

Conference to be reunion

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH—The 138th Semi-annual World Conference of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints will be held in Salt Lake City this fall.

The conference, which is held twice a year, is the largest religious gathering in the world, with over 100,000 people expected to attend.

The conference will be held in Salt Lake City from October 4th to 6th, and will feature speeches from the church’s leaders, as well as music and other events.

The conference is a time for members of the church to come together and reflect on their faith, and to share in the joy of the church’s work.

First Baptist Church holds open house and luncheon

Members of the First Baptist Church of East Lansing are invited to attend an open house and luncheon on Sunday, October 3rd.

The open house will feature music, games, and a free meal, and is open to all members of the church and their guests.

The event is a time for members of the church to come together and reflect on their faith, and to share in the joy of the church’s work.

FOR THE GAME...

Get set for all the happy times.
THIRD MAN needed for a part-time ONE BEDROOM luxury, furnished duplex. 351-0687

CAPITOL, NEAR pleasant studio apartments. Haslett-University. One girl for one bedroom in unfurnished two bedroom apartment. Plus expenses or $00 month. 393-3919

ONE MAN for two man apartment. FIVE ROOM apartment, located over CAPITOL. NEAR: pleasant studio apartments. Haslett-University. One girl for one bedroom in unfurnished two bedroom apartment. Plus expenses or $00 month. 393-3919

EAST LANSING MANAGEMENT CO.

For Rent

NEED: TWO girls for year. Northwestern Farms, 351-3068 - 355-375, 3-10/1

BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM one and one half duplex, near pleasant studio apartments. Haslett-University. One girl for one bedroom in unfurnished two bedroom apartment. Plus expenses or $00 month. 393-3919

STUDENT ROOMMATE WANTED for two girl roommate. 1158 Beech. See Art or Rick. 3-9/30

ROOM AVAILABLE IN RETURN for three unrelated students. $45. Corner suite, three bedroom, furnished. University Villa. $55. 351-3184 after 6 p.m. 5-10/2

ONE OR TWO male roommates for one or two rooms in downtown area furnished two bedroom apartment. After 5 p.m. C 351-9392 5-10/2

GRAD SEEK S one or two roomers for apartment fall term. Northwind Farms. 1134 3-9/30

NEEDED: ONE or two girls needed at large two bedroom furnished apartment. Near pleasant studio apartments. Haslett-University. One girl for one bedroom in unfurnished two bedroom apartment. Plus expenses or $00 month. 393-3919

NEEDED: TWO girls for year. Northwestern Farms, 351-3068 - 355-375. 3-10/1

NEED: TWO male roommates. One bedroom furnished apartment for two men. Three bedroom furnished apartment. Three bedroom furnished, carpeted, skirted. Excellent condition. $1450. Phone 482-0057. 5-10/2

TWO OR MORE males to share furnished a four bedroom, three and one half bath furnished apartment. For the academic year, $1100. 119 South Miller after 5:30 p.m. 3-9/30

ONE MAN needed for two room apartment. Five-bedroom, furnished. 3隆/20. 3-9/30

ONE MAN furnished for one man apartment. Thirteen single bedroom apartment. 7200 block South Miller. Phone 351-3068

ONE MAN furnished for one man apartment. Class comp. South Miller. 351-3068

ONE MAN furnished apartment with kitchen and adjoining recreation room and kitchen, if desired. Large selection Whites, Necchis, New Home and "many others." $19.95 to $39.96. 1650 North Washington. 489-6448.

ONE MAN furnished apartment with kitchen and adjoining recreation room and kitchen, if desired. Large selection Whites, Necchis, New Home and "many others." $19.95 to $39.96. 1650 North Washington. 489-6448.
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Service

TV RENTALS. He is located on the second floor of the Old Union.

Term Paper

TEAM PAPERS. Drama classes are due on the 4th of October.

Experienced Secretary

EXPERIENCED, trained secretaries are needed. The Michigan Daily is seeking part-time and full-time help. The Daily's employment office is located on the first floor of the Old Union.

Harry Brown

HARRY BROWN. Typewriter and duplicating. The Michigan Daily is offering a sliding scale fee. The Daily's employment office is located on the first floor of the Old Union.

Maryland Law

MARYLAND LAW. Legal secretaries, typists or clerks are needed. The Daily's employment office is located on the first floor of the Old Union.

Wanted

WANTED: Keen interest in foreign and domestic politics. The Daily's employment office is located on the first floor of the Old Union.

Park Place

PARK PLACE near north of the river and Stein-Magill. This ad appears October 5.

Rental Apartment

Rental apartment for 11th month. Contact 495-4049 after 5 p.m.

For more information, contact the Michigan Daily's employment office on the first floor of the Old Union.

Recreational

Dance Band.

The party store is seeking band managers. Call 4-10/1.

Bridge and Advanced Bridge

Bridge and advanced bridge are being held on the fourth floor of the Old Union at 9:30 p.m. every Wednesday.

Phila Primavera

PHILA PRIMAVERA. Will be held at 8 p.m. on Thursday, October 5, in the Union Dining Hall. The event is open to all students and will feature live music, dancing, and a silent disco.

May deadlock

Develops Van Zandt, Berrien, Ill. northern, the Sigma Sigmas to Ronald A. Spring, Sheridan junior, Alpha Phi Omega, and two other's. Recruiting is over.

E. K. Cameron

E. K. CAMERON. Recruiting is over.

Student concerts

Student concerts are what's happening at one of the local coffeehouses. Live music and poetry readings are a regular feature at the campus book store. This student concert is being held at 7:30 p.m. in the Union Dining Hall.

Coffee house

Experimental art films, live music, and poetry readings are what's happening at one of East Lansing's coffee houses (1319 Harrison). At 4:00 Friday night all are invited to enjoy their favorite beverage and socialize at 1319 Harrison. There is a $1 donation for those who wish to support the events.

The Winner, Dum Dum

The winner, Dum Dum, across from Brody on Harrison, 2417 E. Kalamazoo Street.

Stereo equipment

Stereo equipment and dealers for KHL-KENWOOD-SONY-GARRARD STANDARD-MCDONALD-JENSEN.

The DISC SHOP

The DISC SHOP. You liked our special offer so well, we're keeping it until Sunday, 2nd of October.

EXTRA SPECIAL

DEUSTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SALE ENTIRE STOCK 3.49 PER LP & S. HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM.

Beethoven nine symphonies

VON KARAJAN conducting ARCADES. OFFER GOOD THRU OCT. 12, 1968 19.95 PER ALBUM.

Stereo equipment

STEREO EQUIPMENT FOR DEALERS FOR KHL-KENWOOD-SONY-GARRARD STANDARD-MCDONALD-JENSEN.

OPEN EVENINGS THE DISC SHOP 9am-9pm 351-5380

THE DISC SHOP

THE DISC SHOP. You liked our special offer so well, we're keeping it until Sunday, 2nd of October.

OLYMPIC STADIUM

OLYMPIC STADIUM. The stadium is open to the public for the Olympic games.

Students . . . choice apartments still available

Students . . . choice apartments still available RATES - STARTING AT $195

9 month leases now available

9 month leases now available NO LAST MONTH RENT REQUIRED

Northwind has more parking spaces per apartment than any other apartment complex.

NORTHWIND FEATURES

- Dishwashers
- Air Conditioning
- Secret Front Lawn
- Garage Opener
- 2 Large Bedrooms
- Hall to Wall Carpeting
- Privacy

NORTHWIND MANAGEMENT

332-6867

CALL L. R. CULVER CO.

101-6962

CALL STATE MANAGEMENT

How Hannah got his way

(continued from page one)

But while they are not direct, there is an element of power in the policy of due process that creates the possibility of wrong decisions. Dickerson and others have stated that if a coed was raped, the administration would have no power to act. But if the same thing happened to a coed, the administration would be powerless to act against the inaction of the law.

The last, and key, paragraph-Dickerson admits that if a coed was raped, the administration would be powerless to act.

Reversal

The trustees, at their June 18, meeting, disapproved the proposed changes to the student rules. Dickerson had hoped the decision to temporarily suspend the demonstration would be reversed. But this was not to be. A second draft was delivered to the trustees, but Dickerson did not have much hope for its approval. "I'm not sure of any change other than changing the word 'demonstrate' to 'participate.'"

Dickerson says that certain people were added or omitted, but he, himself, had not changed the document. Dickerson believes that certain people have not been enthusiastic about the changes. Dickerson himself wrote the document for possible revisions.
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